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Foreword and
Summary

Professor Michael Shevlin
Chairperson of the Board of AHEAD

Dara Ryder
Chief Executive Officer

It has been another challenging yet rewarding year in AHEAD, and we are forever grateful
to the amazing staff and board of AHEAD for their hard-work, resourcefulness and
imagination in continuing to grow the organisation and make progress on our mission in an
uncertain external environment.
We have welcomed several new members of staff to the team, each one bringing new and
fresh ideas, and despite the challenges of perhaps only ever meeting once or twice face to
face, they have become part of the AHEAD community and are already making significant
contributions to our work. Equally, new board members have added fresh ideas, energy and
oversight skills to the organisation.
After a challenging year in 2020 for our employment team in sourcing WAM work
placements for graduates with disabilities in a Covid-affected employment market, 2021
has seen record numbers of placements delivered and record engagement in WAM’s
employer events.
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Thanks to our innovative model employed to scale up delivery, 2021 has seen a 43%
increase in engagement with the national roll out of the AHEAD/UCD Universal Design for
Learning (UDL) Badge. Our evaluations of the programme evidence the very significant
impact of the badge on the educators who participate.
Our multiyear development of the UDL for FET Resource Hub and National Guidance was
completed with the launch of the Hub in 2021, and the consistent engagement of the sector
with the resource has demonstrated that FET is embracing the UDL approach. Additionally,
our Accessibility Resources and Know-how (ARK) resource developed across 2021 will
launch in early 2022, and provide information and role-based free short courses to support
individual educators to embed accessibility, and assist senior education management to
build towards organisational compliance with accessibility legislation.
Our increased success in community building with students with disabilities, and the
continued development of the Students with Disabilities Advisory Group as a key influencer
in our output is a source of much pride, in particular how we are using these platforms to
steer our growing input to the national policy debate. We are also proud of the significant
research output delivered in 2021, including our comparative Learning from Home survey
which explored the experiences and desires of students with disabilities learning from
home during Covid-19.
Increasingly, organisations are coming to AHEAD for policy and practice advice rather
than AHEAD approaching them, and we have widened our reach through both formal
and informal partnerships with important stakeholders such as our employer networks,
the Irish Universities Association, the Technological Higher Education Association, the
Higher Education Colleges Association, the National Forum and Education and Training
Boards Ireland. Our growing influence and increasing dialogue with sectoral partners are
evidenced in the enormous 37% increase in meetings with external stakeholders engaged
in by the AHEAD Team in 2021.
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We have also continued to deliver a significant tailored training output, and hosted key
events for the education and employment sector, ensuring that employers, further and
higher education institution staff have the knowledge and tools they need to be inclusive,
and provide quality tailored supports for students and graduates with disabilities, in areas
like disability awareness, student support, UDL, Digital Accessibility, inclusive recruitment
and international mobility. And all this is just the tip of the ice-berg of the work delivered
in 2021.
This report evidences the huge impact that AHEAD is having in education and employment,
and the vast and varied body of work we achieved in education and employment in 2021,
and both the board and operational team of AHEAD are proud as a team to showcase it in
this report.
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AHEAD’S YEAR IN NUMBERS 2021
ACROSS THE ORGANISATION
Below are a collection of key facts and figures relating to AHEAD’s 2021 activities across
both education and employment:

86,674

23
online events delivered by our team
involving 50+ online sessions (several
events were multi-session/multi-week
e.g., the AHEAD Conference counted
as 1 event here)

137
new videos added to
AHEAD’s YouTube
channel in 2021
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3,951

video views on
YouTube channel in
2021 (up 13% year
on year)

participants across our online events in
education and employment with many more
watching recorded video content later

meetings with external
stakeholders in education
and employment engaged
in by AHEAD staff (up 37%
year on year)

481

256
333,058
website page views
in 2021 (up 21% year
on year)

56
771

New graduate
placements supported
through WAM, our
paid, mentored work
placement programme
(up 75% year on year)

27

digital badges awarded
directly by AHEAD as part of
our national digital badge for
universal design in teaching
and learning roll out (up 43%
year on year)

graduate interviews
organised & supported
for graduates though
WAM (up 64% year on
year)

AHEAD Journal
articles published
featuring best
practice in
inclusive
education and
employment

12
Policy submissions
developed and submitted by
our Research and Policy
Team on a range of inclusive
education and employment
issues (up 40% year on year)
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AHEAD

creating inclusive
environments in
education and
employment
for people with
disabilities
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VISION STATEMENT

shaping a future
where students
and leaners with
disabilities can
succeed
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AHEAD VALUES

– A rights-based approach to the inclusion of students, learners
and graduates with disabilities in education and employment.
– The relationship of trust with its stakeholders and partners.
– Engagement and collaboration with key external partners.
– The incorporation of the principles of universal design for
learning (UDL) into all learning environments.
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CORE STRATEGIC THEMES

AHEAD seeks to achieve its vision by pursuing the following
strategic themes:

Theme A

To influence national policy to impact positively
on the inclusion of learners and students with
disabilities in all learning environments.

Theme B

To sustain the organisation of AHEAD
to promote inclusion in education and
employment through the building of networks
and collaboration with key strategic partners
in all learning environments.

Theme C

To promote the principles of universal
design for Learning (UDL) by creating
an understanding of UDL in all learning
environments.
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Theme A – National Policy

To influence national policy
to impact positively on the
inclusion of learners and
students with disabilities in
all learning environments.
The following section outlines key strategic activities undertaken
relating to Theme A of our strategic plan.
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Theme A

NUMBERS OF STUDENTS WITH
DISABILITIES STUDYING IN
HIGHER EDUCATION IN IRELAND
2019/20 (PUBLISHED 2021)
AHEAD conducts annual research on the participation of students with disabilities
registered with disability support services in higher education institutions. This research
report has been part of a project that scales back over twenty years of examination on this
topic. It supports the work of AHEAD along with key stakeholders by giving insight and
recommendations in key areas which can enhance the quality of the learning experience
and overall access of students with disabilities. Full report available here.

Summary of Key Findings 2019/20
A synopsis of some of the key findings and observations based on the analysis of the data
collected from the responding higher education institutions on the participation rates of
students with disabilities in higher education for the academic year 2019/20 is included next.

– AN INCREASE, OF 226% (10,993) IN THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
REGISTERING WITH SUPPORT SERVICES IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE LAST 11
YEARS (AHEAD, 2009). The academic year 2019/20 marked another year of continued
growth in the participation of students with disabilities registered with disability
support services in higher education and there are now 15,846 students with disabilities
representing 6.3% of the total student population in the responding institutions.
This figure represents a 1% rise in the number of students with disabilities in higher
education year on year and a 226.5% increase over the last 11 years of AHEAD’s
research in this area (AHEAD, 2009).
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Total students with disabilites
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– A SIGNIFICANT PERCENTAGE OF NEW ENTRANTS HAVE A DISABILITY BUT DO
NOT DISCLOSE AND REGISTER FOR SUPPORT. In 2019/20, 12.3% of new entrant
undergraduates reported having one or more disabilities in the HEA Equal Access
Survey, but only 7.5% of the new entrant population registered with the disability
support services of participating institutions in the AHEAD survey for the same
academic year. Although the underlying datasets are not the same, this suggests that
a significant number of new entrant students with a disability did not disclose their
disability and register for disability supports in their first year in higher education in
the period under survey. AHEAD recognises that disclosure of disability is a complex
issue and there are likely myriad reasons for non-disclosure which require further
investigation, such as no requirements for support, a desire for independence, or
reasons related to the perceived stigma which may be felt by some individuals engaging
with support services.
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226

%

increase in the number of
students with disabilities
registering with support
services in higher education in
the last 11 years
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– A MINOR DECREASE IN NUMBER OF STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES STUDYING
PART-TIME IN HIGHER EDUCATION, CONTINUING TREND OF LOW PART-TIME
PARTICIPATION. 2019/20 witnessed a slight decrease in the number of students with
disabilities studying part time courses 775 (1.3%) compared to the previous year at 785
(1.3%). Students with disabilities are significantly underrepresented in part-time study, a
consistent trend in AHEAD research, with just 1.3% of the part-time student population
registered with disability support services in comparison to 7.8% of the full-time
population.
– AN INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF POST-GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES,
BUT SIGNIFICANT UNDERREPRESENTATION PERSISTS. There was a 7.9% increase in
the number of postgraduate students with disabilities engaging with support services
(1,298) across the responding institutions in 2019/20 compared to in 2018/19 (1,203).
While the actual number of students with disabilities undertaking post graduate studies
has increased notably over the last ten years (AHEAD, 2010), as a percentage of the
total post graduate student population, it has increased only modestly from 1.5% (399)
(AHEAD 2010) to 2.5% (AHEAD 2019/20). Students with disabilities are significantly
underrepresented in postgraduate study, a consistent trend in AHEAD research, with
just 2.5% of the postgraduate student population registered with disability support
services in comparison to 7.2% of the undergraduate population.
– ONE IN FIVE NEW REGISTRATIONS TO SUPPORT SERVICES FROM STUDENTS NOT
IN THEIR FIRST YEAR OF STUDY. In 2019/20 there were 1,037 new registrations with
disability support services of students not in their first year of study, representing 20%
of all new registrations with support services.
– LOW REPRESENTATION OF STUDENTS WITH SENSORY DISABILITIES IN 2019/20,
HIGHLIGHTING PERSISENT TREND. The number of students in the Blind/Visually
impaired category registered with HE support services in 2019/20 was 261 and the
number in the category of Deaf/Hard of Hearing was 379. In the last eleven years, the
number of students with sensory disabilities has grown at less than half the rate of
students with disabilities more generally. While the number of students with disabilities
has grown by 226.5% in that period, numbers in the Blind/Visually Impaired category
have grown by 95% (from 134 (08/09)) and numbers in the Deaf/Hard of Hearing
category by just 84% (from 206 (08/09)).
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– 87% OF STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES IN 2019/20 RECEIVE EXAM
ACCOMMODATIONS. 13,795 students with disabilities in 2019/20 received one or more
exam accommodations, representing a 5% (666) increase year on year 13,129 (2018/19).
The number of students with disabilities receiving exam accommodations has risen
more than 80% in the last six years, up from 7,608 in 2013/14 (AHEAD, 2015).
– 45% INCREASE IN NUMBER OF STUDENTS PER DISABILITY SUPPORT STAFF
MEMBER IN LAST EIGHT YEARS. Across all 23 responding institutions, there was an
average of 190 students registered per disability support staff member in 2019/20.
Over 8 years of AHEAD research in this area, the number of students with disabilities
per disability support staff member has increased by 45%, up from 131 2011/12 (AHEAD,
2013). The number of students per learning support staff member rose 85% in the same
period, from 319 in 2011/12 to 591 in 2019/20.
– 96% OF COLLEGE DISABILITY SUPPORT STAFF BELIEVE COVID-19 WILL
SIGNIFICANTLY CHANGE DISABILITY SUPPORT PROVISION. When asked “do you
believe that the Covid-19 will significantly change how you provide support for students
with disabilities and what supports are provided? 96% (22 respondents) replied “Yes”
while 4% (1 respondent) replied “No”.
Recommendations in this report include the prioritisation of a UDL approach, increased
levels of resourcing to disability support services and national targets set for the
participation of students with disabilities in post-graduate study.
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Numbers of Students with Disabilities Studying in Higher Education in Ireland
– Historical Interactive Data Dashboard Released
In Oct 2021, AHEAD released a new interactive Data Dashboard which allows exploration
of AHEAD’s unique historical data set. The Interactive Data Centre Dashboard allows you to
interact with graphs to show the information you require over time and explore our data set
in different ways - you can filter out unwanted information, hover over the charts for added
information and context, and click on bar charts to get further information and compare
data as you wish. In particular, the dashboard allows users to explore and compare:
– The engagement of students with disabilities registered with support services over time,
and their representation as a percentage of the total, undergraduate, and postgraduate
population.
– The percentage of different categories of students with disabilities receiving one or
more exam accommodation, and how engagement with exam accommodations has
changed over time.
– The engagement in various fields of study of students with disabilities in comparison to
the total student population, and comparative analysis of the engagement of students
with specific disabilities with individual fields of study over time.

This dashboard acts as an important resource in the toolkit for national and international
researchers exploring the experiences of students with disabilities in higher education, and
will be updated on an annual basis as new AHEAD data is released.
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96

%

of college disability support
staff believe Covid-19 will
significantly change disability
support provision
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EMPLOYER ATTITUDES
SURVEY
AHEAD commissioned data from a nationally representative sample of more than 250
private sector companies with more than 20 employees from Behaviours & Attitudes (B&A).
The objective was to investigate the attitudes and perceptions of employers towards those
with a disability entering into the workforce with a view to establishing the main barriers
involved. Fieldwork took place between 22nd February and 19th April 2021 and the
visual report was launched on 2nd June at the “The Business Case for Hiring People with
Disabilities’, WAMinar organised as part of the WAM programme series of Webinars.

Key Findings of Employer Attitudes Report
– First disability to come to mind for 44% when hearing the word disability was a physical
disability.
– 76% had a diversity and inclusion strategy however only 37% had targeted recruitment
aimed at people with disabilities.
– 83% believe that hiring people with disabilities is of benefit to their organisation.
– 75% consider hiring people with disabilities important to supporting business innovation.
– 83% believe disclosure should be provided prior to the job offer.
– Almost half believe it’s a breach of trust if applicant does not disclose their disability.
– Just over half proactively offer opportunities for disclosure during recruitment.
– 78% said that they understand reasonable accommodations.
– Only just over one quarter were aware of the DSP Reasonable Accommodation Fund
The full report is available to view here - Employers Attitude Survey 2021
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EMPLOYER ATTITUDES
IN NUMBERS

44%

first disability to come to mind when
hearing the word disability was a
physical disability

76%
83%

believe that hiring people with
disabilities is of benefit to their
organisation

75%
83%

had a diversity and
inclusion strategy
however only 37% had
targeted recruitment
aimed at people with
disabilities

consider hiring people
with disabilities
important to supporting
business innovation

believe disclosure should be
provided prior to the job offer

78%

said that they
understand reasonable
accommodations
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LEARNING FROM HOME 2021:
A SURVEY OF IRISH FET AND HE
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
LEARNING THROUGH COVID-19

In July 2020, AHEAD published a quantitative research report
based the experiences of students with disabilities as they
engaged with further and higher education while learning
from home during Covid-19. Our research sought to capture,
explore and understand the narratives of these students,
while providing evidence for future policy submissions,
highlighting the need for retention of certain practices,
policies, funding streams etc.
In 2021, a “one-year-on” comparative report was undertaken.
As with AHEAD’s previous Learning from Home research, the
findings from this Report were elicited from a survey distributed directly to students with
disabilities through AHEAD’s mailing list and social networks, and further disseminated by
national stakeholders and support staff in further and higher education institutes.
You can find the full Learning from Home report here.
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Summary of Selected Key findings:
– More students coping well one year on, but 42% still reacted negatively (24%
“disagreed” and 18% “strongly disagreed” to the statement ‘I am coping well learning
from home’.
– Half find on-campus learning more accessible, but one third find learning from home
more accessible.
– Increase in AT use and sole laptop ownership, but more AT training needed to maximise
its effectiveness. The use of Assistive Technology (AT) increased from 26% to 40% of
students, representing a 54% increase in usage.
– Majority had good experiences with support services and implementation of
recommended supports, but significant minority had negative experiences and cite long
response times and needs assessment delays.
– Mixed preferences regarding modes of learning, but 88% of students want recorded
lectures, 78% want more choice in assessment, and 77% want more disability
awareness training for staff.
Recognising the huge diversity of the student experiences during Covid-19, both positive
and negative, and the need to respond with greater flexibility and accessibility, the report
recommendations include the retention of recorded lectures, a commitment to greater
variety and choice in modes of learning and assessment, and a commitment the provision
of assistive technology training for students with disabilities.
Key Student Experience from the Report:

→ “I thing I’ll miss from having things be online. No memory alone based
exams. In 1st year, I failed my psychology exams and scraped passes in
my criminology ones. Now in 2nd year, in both of my subjects for my end
of term assignments(criminology) and exams(psychology), which was
open book but still timed, I’ve been top 5/10 of my entire year.”
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RECONNECTION: AHEAD
ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2021
AHEAD’s annual international conference ran online for five weeks from Tuesday 6th April
to Friday 7th May 2021. ‘Reconnection: Placing Inclusion at the Heart of Online Learning’,
included live sessions each Thursday and Friday, with pre-recorded materials available
throughout. AHEAD developed a new online event specific platform to offer attendees the
best and most accessible experience of an AHEAD conference delivered remotely.
A total of 291 participants registered for the conference, comprised of a mix of staff from
both higher education institutions and further education and training centres, students
and learners, and those working in other disability centres and organisations. There were
attendees and contributors from across the island of Ireland, the UK, Sweden, Norway,
Finland, the Netherlands, Belgium, Portugal, Canada and the USA.
There were 108 contributors to the conference, with much of the content from the five
weeks available publicly on the AHEAD website. There is almost 16 hours of captioned
video conference content available, in addition to a selection of poster presentations. A
number of ‘live only’ events also took place across the five weeks.
Click here to explore conference materials (including video) which are now open access.
The conference explored ways of providing key connections that are central to a highquality educational experience online, while and placing the inclusion of staff and students
at the heart of approaches to online teaching, learning and support. Over the five weeks,
it highlighted innovative practice developed before and during the pandemic, and looked
at how whole-college, universally designed approaches to digital inclusion can provide a
richer online learning experience for all students.
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Conference content was divided into five weekly themes as follows:
–
–
–
–
–

Week 1: ‘Welcome Everybody’ - Universal Design for Learning in the Online Classroom
Week 2: ‘I did it my way’ - Assistive Technology and Customised Learning
Week 3: ‘What can I do for you?’ - Disability Support in Online Learning
Week 4: ‘Home Sweet Home’ - College Wide Approaches to Support Inclusion
Week 5: ‘Let’s Do Lunch’ - Virtually Connected Teachers and Learners

The conference was designed to offer a variety of session types along with flexibility in
being able to access these materials at any time via the new AHEAD event site. These
included 5 weekly keynotes, 19 pre-recorded video presentations, 5 digital interactive
posters, 4 live workshops, 18 live ‘snapshot’ or ‘deeper dive’ sessions, 5 open networking
sessions and 5 weekly closing ‘whole-conference’ discussions, facilitated by conference
Rapporteurs Dr Marian McCarthy and Dr Vivian Rath.

Conference Report
Subsequent to the conference, AHEAD published a 50-page
conference report developed by the conference Rapporteurs,
summarising key themes, outcomes of discussions and
conference proceedings. In particular, the report focussed on
the most important learnings from the event, and identified the
next steps to be taken if we are to consider, how to maximise
the opportunities that the switch to online learning has
presented as a result of the pandemic, for the development of a
more inclusive education system.
The conference report is viewable here.
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Online Conference Feedback
Interestingly, when asked what the preferred format would be for future conferences, 40%
of participants wanted a return to face-to-face, 22% wanted online only and 45% wanted
blended/hybrid with in-person and online elements.
When asked whether they had attended most sessions as they were scheduled or whether
they had mostly viewed content on the website after it had been recorded, 41% said as
scheduled, 41% said online afterwards and the remainder said a combination of the two.
When asked which conference week theme was the most relevant, 54% said Week 1 Universal Design for Learning (UDL) in the Online Classroom.
The conference was the first AHEAD event to make use of the new event platform. This also
proved to be popular with attendees, and the feedback around the site was that it was easy
to use and to navigate.
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QUOTES FROM
PARTICIPANTS

I enjoyed very
much the practical
aspects and the
information I got on what
new is happening
around Ireland.

First of all, I would like to
congratulate you on the organisation
of the ‘Reconnection’. I learned a lot and it
was an incredible experience. I am continuing
to explore the videos and materials of the
communications that I could not attend online
and I am returning to the ones that I liked the
most and that will be useful for my work.

It was a fantastic pivot in light of
the current pandemic circumstances.
Considering all the technical things that
could go wrong – it all went extremely well.
Thank you to all who put so much into this
conference. I really enjoyed it and look forward
to next year’s conference. By having it weekly it
gave thinking time between sessions unlike face
to face, having pre-recorded sessions were
great in preparation for each week it got
you thinking before the live sessions.

Thank you. It really
gave me a boost of
energy to make changes
in my teaching and
loads of fresh ideas.
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AHEAD/USI STUDENTS WITH
DISABILITIES ADVISORY GROUP
Having first established the Students with Disabilities Advisory Group in Sept 2020,
AHEAD and USI continued to develop and engage this group as a tool in informing strategy
and advocacy for both AHEAD and USI around inclusion of students and learners with
disabilities in both FET and HE.
By feeding into the work of AHEAD and USI and inputting directly on key strategic projects,
the group brings a strong disabled student voice into FET/HE policy discussions. For
AHEAD, it further ensures projects are centred in student needs and helps keep projects in
line with reality on the ground for disabled students. Generally, the group achieves this by:
– Raising issues experienced by students with disabilities on the ground for discussion
which may need to be addressed through the work of AHEAD and USI.
– Highlighting areas of good work in inclusive practice on the ground being achieved by
student bodies or institutions for spotlighting and sharing.
– Providing feedback, comment and advice as requested on the work of AHEAD and USI
and direction on shared pieces of work (e.g., the Power of Disability student conference,
selected policy submissions).
– Sharing related AHEAD/USI work through their own local networks
Membership of the group comes through various avenues agreed in the terms of reference.
The group co-chairs are appointed by direct nominations from AHEAD and USI. Courtney
McGrath (student representative from the AHEAD Board) was the nominated AHEAD
representative co-chair for 2020/21, and Catherine Gallagher has taken the co-chair
position for the 2021/22 group.
Typically, the membership of the group is made up from the following: 2 Student Union
representatives nominated directly by USI, 2 disabled students nominated directly by
AHEAD, 1 representative nominated by the National Student Engagement Programme and 8
disabled students selected from an open application process.
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The 2020/21 and 2021/22 iterations of the group met five times across 2021. The focus
of the work in these meetings was to develop ideas for AHEAD/USI projects such as the
Power of Disability Student Conference, to raise issues on the ground which USI and
AHEAD could bring in to their policy contributions, to feed directly into AHEAD research
design (e.g., proposing Learning from Home research questions) and consult on policy
submissions (e.g., National Access Plan Submission and SUSI review submission).
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AHEAD/USI ‘POWER OF
DISABILITY’ CONFERENCE
AHEAD and USI partnered on the Power of Disability Conference which took place on 21st
and 22nd of January 2021 via Zoom. The event, in its 4th year running, was aimed at students
with disabilities and Student Union Officers. Planning for the event began in the summer of
2020 with USI and AHEAD consulting the Students with Disabilities Advisory group.
The Advisory group assisted with curating conference content, ensuring it was relevant,
useful and of interest to students with disabilities.
The conference focused on constructive advocacy for students with disabilities and had
three key aims – to provide disability awareness training to Student Union officers, to
give practical skills to disabled students on topics such as setting up a disabled student’s
society, disclosure, legislation and activism/advocacy. It also sought to offer a platform for
students to share their experiences and inform the work of both USI and AHEAD.
Day 1 focused on education with an emphasis on sharing disability related research, the
issue of disclosure of disability and Universal Design for Learning (UDL) concept.
Day 2 was fully student led and all presenters were students with disabilities. Minister
Simon Harris, Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and
Science addressed the conference. The central themes explored were empowerment and
constructive advocacy. Issues covered included activism and intersectionality, setting up a
disability related society, a student panel discussion and a feedback session.
Over 400 students attended the conference over the two- day period, and out of this event a
group of students set up a ‘Disability Peer Network’ WhatsApp group where they continue
to further communicate and share experiences. The 2022 Power of Disability conference is
scheduled for Jan 20th and 22nd 2022.
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STUDENT
FEEDBACK
I just feel so not alone
after this, I feel really heard
and encouraged. After months
of feeling isolated with my
learning difficulties, it just
feels really nice.

It was great to hear other
people with the same
issues, I’m not alone.

It’s nice to know
other people are
going through the same
struggles. I’m going to be
more confident going
forward in asking for
what I need.

This will help me
to advocate what I
need throughout my
time in college.

It’s made me feel
empowered as a disability
advocate to keep fighting
for our rights.

Some of the extra tech stuff and
advice from AHEAD and the, how to
set up a society presentation, was
amazing. So helpful, hopefully we can
get one going in our college now.
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THE REASONABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS AND
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENTS
PROJECT (RAPP)
The HEA is funding AHEAD to carry out the Reasonable
Accommodations and Professional Placements (RAPP)
Project, and AHEAD is undertaking this in co-operation
with the Disability Advisors Working Network (DAWN).
DAWN and AHEAD have collectively identified serious issues arising for students with
disabilities undertaking courses/programmes featuring professional placements which
have competence standards set by national professional bodies, in terms of accessing
appropriate reasonable accommodations to demonstrate their competency. These issues
are particularly prevalent in health/medical and teaching courses where students are
often going in to a placement environment where there may be unfounded fears of risk to
student/patient safety raised when students with disabilities are preparing for placement.
More information about the project aims can be found here.
Having completed phase 1 of the project in Sept 2021 (student and graduate consultation),
the project team completed phase 2 (staff consultation) in Dec 2021, having completed
workshop consultations with professionals in Nursing (Nov 16th), Teaching (Dec 2nd), Allied
Health Professions (Dec 9th) and FET staff (Dec 16th).
With steering group meeting #3 scheduled to take place in Feb 2022, the project team
are now conducting analysis of the phase 2 data gathering, planning consultation with HE
Quality Managers concerning the project, and beginning the work of developing the final
output.
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KEY COLLABORATION AND
ENGAGEMENT ON POLICY
– Submission in response to the National Access Plan consultation - A significant part of
the work of the Research and Policy Team in 2021 was the development of a detailed,
evidence-informed submission to the National Access Plan redevelopment consultation.
In May 2021, AHEAD engaged in a range of meetings with international and national
stakeholders and this important submission was finalised by the Research and Policy
Team in June 2021. This submission was informed and underpinned by pertinent AHEAD
research (in particular Learning from Home and annual Participation Rate surveys),
international research, consultation with students and other stakeholders, and included
calls for the following:
• Improvements in data collection and monitoring to improve our understanding of the
engagement of target groups across fields of study, their graduate outcomes, their
progression to postgraduate study and engagement with Erasmus study abroad
programmes. Dedicated funding schemes should be employed to enable this.
• National targets to be set for the participation of students with disabilities in
postgraduate study and the provision of dedicated scholarships for postgraduate
researchers with disabilities.
• The further mainstreaming of access and participation through Universal Design. Our
submission championed the mainstreaming of inclusivity, flexibility and accessibility
through UD and UDL within the NAP, in order to create a sustainable, student-centric
HE system where inclusion is everybody’s business. We called for the universal
design and UDL to be recognised as existing evidence-based, quality-assured and
internationally recognised frameworks which can support the mainstreaming of
inclusion for all students and especially, the NAP target groups.
• The delivery and monitoring of national, role-based training around UD, UDL and
accessibility.
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• The building of UD for HE as a high-level indicator in the HE performance framework
and establishing it as an object of the HEA within the forthcoming new governance
legislation.
• Increased resourcing for dedicated support services through an increase in the
access weighting applied in the Recurring Grant Allocation Model and the provision of
funding for the securing of medical screening and reports required to verify disability
for DARE and disability support service registration.
• A national approach to quality assurance of HEI support services to ensure that
supports recommended by services are student-centred and applied with quality
and consistency by academic staff and other key stakeholders in the process is
recommended.
• Recognition within SUSI of the proven added cost of living and learning with a
disability, provision of the student grant for part-time learners and increased flexibility
in grant provision for modular study.
As well as the original submission, AHEAD made a detailed response to a draft version of
the new plan shared with the National Access Plan Advisory Group in November.
– Direct submission to the Department of Social Protection on the Reasonable
Accommodation Fund. In April 2020, AHEAD made a direct submission to the DSP
recommending one holistic, needs-based Workplace Access Fund informed by a human
rights approach which is easy to access and navigate through the use of an online
portal for employers, employees with disabilities and approved service providers.
Other recommendations included funding limits are widened to ensure all people with
disabilities can avail of appropriate supports and for a nationwide campaign to take
place with employers on the use of this Fund.
– Submission to Inform Pre-Legislative Scrutiny of the General Scheme of the Higher
Education Authority Bill 2021 - This Submission was developed by AHEAD in June 2021
in response to an invitation by the Joint Committee on Education, Further and Higher
Education, Research, Innovation and Science, as part of the Committee’s Pre-Legislative
Scrutiny of the General Scheme of the Higher Education Authority Bill, 2021. Our
submission was underpinned by seven recommendations, with the objective of building
access, inclusion and universal design more firmly into the legislative structures
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and objects of the HEA. AHEAD called for the promotion of Universal Design of HE to
become an official function of the HEA, and highlighted that governance structures
should always include diverse voices and the input of students.
– Submission to inform the Teaching Council Strategic Plan - In July 2021, AHEAD were
invited to contribute a submission to The Teaching Council as they endeavoured to
develop their strategic objectives for the ‘next number of years’. In this submission,
AHEAD made calls for UDL to be incorporated into teaching practice as a core learning
outcome of the Initial Teacher Education programme. We also presented detailed
evidence of the an under representation of teachers with disabilities in Irish education.
To this end, we called for this disparity to be addressed by acknowledging some of
the key barriers that inhibit students with disabilities from becoming teachers. These
included: uninformed guidance, a lack of targeted outreach to students with disabilities
to undertake initial teacher education, difficulties for some students with disabilities
meeting the Irish language requirements, securing teaching placements and getting
access to vital reasonable accommodations on placement. This consultation was
followed up by an AHEAD presentation to the Teaching Council’s Education Committee
on the work of the aforementioned RAPP project.
– Submission on the Review of the Equality Acts - The majority of Irish equality
legislation is now over two decades old and in 2021, the Irish government announced
a review of this legislation, including the Equal Status Act and Employment Equality
Act, the Disability Act (2005) and the ESPEN Act (2004). The Research and Policy
Team attended a number of roundtable events and one-to-one meetings with other
stakeholders (e.g., FLAC, NDA). Our submission addressed amongst other things, a
legislative strengthening of Art 52 of the Disability Act, pertaining to Universal Design,
reviewing the functions and roles of duty bearers (in this case the WRC and IHREC),
improving the accessibility of the redress mechanisms for discrimination, calling for a
tenth ground of discrimination (socio-economic status), and a raising the target number
of people with disabilities in public service employment from the 3% mentioned in the
Disability Act, to a more representative 10% by 2027.
– Pre-Budget Submission to Department of Social Protection. In June 2021, a submission
was made to the DSP making a number of recommendations such as; introducing a
cost of disability payment, ensuring retention of disability supports for postgraduate
students with disabilities, retention of primary and secondary benefits once a person
with a disability commences employment and reduce the number of social insurance
contributions required to access the Treatment Benefit Fund for young people.
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– Submission to the HE Futures Taskforce and participation in round table discussions
- The HE Futures Taskforce was established by the Department of Further and Higher
Education to consider how higher education can flourish, in a sustainable way and
the Taskforce considers how the higher education system, as well as the wider Irish
society, can work collectively towards shared aims in the period to 2035. AHEAD made
a direct submission in Jan 2021 to the taskforce on their invitation concerning the need
for a system wide UD and UDL approach to higher education provision. We echoed this
message through participation in their round table consultation discussions.
– Joint submission with Disability Federation of Ireland (DFI) to the review of SUSI - In
Apr 2021, AHEAD partnered with DFI to complete a detailed joint submission to the
Department of Further and Higher Education in response to their consultation on the
review of the student grant scheme. The full submission is viewable here and amongst
other things, calls for SUSI to recognise the added cost of living and learning with a
disability and for SUSI eligibility to be widened to part-time learners and FET learners at
all programme levels.
– Joint submission with USI to the Department of Social Protection (DSP) on Disability
Allowance and PHD stipends. In March 2021, AHEAD in collaboration with USI made
a detailed submission to the Department of Social Protection to call for PhD stipends/
scholarships awarded to students for postgraduate research to no longer be assessed
as income in the Disability Allowance means test, which was resulting in many students
having to choose between these income streams – a major barrier to postgraduate
participation. With the minister having signalled interest in this area, the submission
also highlighted a range of related issues to be examined by DSP in crafting appropriate
regulation and many of these calls where heeded, with previous eligibility rules being
revised.
– Submission to the National Forum on the development of the HE Student Success
Toolkit, and engagement with the associated Advisory Group - In May 2021, AHEAD
submitted commentary and advice to the National Forum for the Enhancement of
Teaching and Learning at their request on key questions to ask and measures to include
in their Student Success Toolkit, in order for the toolkit to be underpinned by Universal
Design and UDL principles. The Research and Policy Team continued engaging with
the National Forum as a member of the steering group developing this project, and the
Toolkit was launched in November 2021.
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The underpinning Student Success framework identifies three key pillars for student
success: enabling institutional capabilities, enabling institutional culture, and enabling
institutional practices.
The Seven Cs Toolkit builds on this framework by providing additional detail on how
each enabler could be interpreted. It provides a process for institutions to ensure that
the range of perspectives across the staff and student population are considered to
enable an environment in which students will attain success. Much of the toolkit design
was informed by agreeing key statements that an assigned facilitator from each HEI
can view the performance of the Institution from the perspective of capabilities, culture
and practices. As such, the rubric contains a number of statements from which the
‘facilitator’ assigns the HEI a rating, with the core objective being the embedding of a
range of processes within the HEI that facilitate a ‘whole of college’ approach to the
continuous enhancement and attainment of student success for a diverse range of
students. The toolkit is available for viewing here.
– Submission to the HE Futures Taskforce and participation in round table discussions
- The HE Futures Taskforce was established by the Department of Further and Higher
Education to consider how higher education can flourish, in a sustainable way and
the Taskforce considers how the higher education system, as well as the wider Irish
society, can work collectively towards shared aims in the period to 2035. AHEAD made
a direct submission in Jan 2021 to the taskforce on their invitation concerning the need
for a system wide UD and UDL approach to higher education provision. We echoed this
message through participation in their round table consultation discussions.
– Department of Further and Higher Education, Innovation and Research, National
Access Plan Advisory Group - As a member of this advisory group, AHEAD directly
impacts on the planning and delivery of national access measures by bringing research
and evidence to its’ members, raising issues we are seeing on the ground and feeding
back on proposals by the department. Our role is to represent the voice of students
with disabilities on the committee and ensure that the delivery of the current National
Access Plan and the development of the next one is well informed and includes positive
measures for students with disabilities. Four meetings of this group took place in 2021.
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– Irish University Association Access Steering Group - As a member of this steering
group, AHEAD can contribute to the development of access policy across the higher
education sector, affecting admissions (e.g., Disability Access Route to Education policy)
and student experience measures. Our seat on this group enables us to contribute
directly to institution policy and practice across the sector. Four meetings of this group
took place in 2021.
– Higher Education Authority – The HEA calls on AHEAD to occasionally consult and
provide data/contextual information in order to ensure their policy decisions are well
informed and supporting best practice.
– SOLAS – SOLAS occasionally calls on AHEAD to consult and provide advice in order to
ensure their policy decisions are well informed and supporting best practice in inclusion
and universal design.
– “Next Steps for Teaching and Learning: Moving Forward Together” Project - The
National Forum for the enhancement of Teaching and Learning - In July 2021, AHEAD, as
an associate partner of the Next Steps group, were invited by the Forum to develop a
submission outlining AHEAD’s key evidence collected concerning pandemic teaching and
learning in tertiary education. The Research and Policy team, in the role of associate
partners, also attended regular meetings with the Forum. The Next Steps project was
particularly relevant to AHEAD’s work, as it provided an opportunity to advocate for
UDL in post-pandemic learning. Our core recommendation was underpinned by UDL and
the retaining of some of the teaching practices that emanated from Covid-19 which are
aligned with a UDL approach.
Our submission also highlighted the existent digital divide and how this was accentuated
by Covid-19. The final call was to recognise the importance of social engagement and
student-centric teaching and learning in boosting wellbeing, learning experiences and
graduate outcomes. Our submission highlighted the importance of some aspects of HE
that go beyond academic performance, yet are still crucial to positive student outcomes
and the attainment of cultural capital. The project was launched on the 10th of November
and included an individual ‘insight’ submission from every Associate Partner also
published. The Next Steps project outputs including AHEAD’s Insight are available here.
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– Department of Public Expenditure and Reform and Public Appointment Service – A
series of meetings took place to discuss the development of a pathway for participants
from the WAM programme who complete their placement with the Civil Service, to
apply for permanent employment, where roles are available, via closed competitions.
– The ETBI/ETB/AHEAD liaison group – This is a new joint group formally established
under ETBI and AHEAD structures to support collaboration amongst ETBs, ETBI
and AHEAD, to continually improve practice and, inform draft proposals, policies,
procedures, information, and resources to support inclusion in all areas of FET. This
group enables AHEAD to get direct contact and collaboration on an ongoing basis with
a group of FET directors, whose role it is to bring the learning from our meetings to the
wider ETBI FET Directors Forum. The group met three times in 2021.
– Add the Tenth Alliance - AHEAD is now a member of the Add the Tenth Alliance, a
group with the objective of promoting the addition of a tenth ground for discrimination
based on socio-economic status. The Policy and Research Team have contributed a joint
submission to this end for the review of equality acts under the banner of the alliance.
– Disability Advisors Working Network (DAWN) – DAWN remain a key partner of
AHEAD, giving us direct access to and collaboration with higher education disability
and access officers. AHEAD attended three DAWN meetings in 2021 and a collaborative
research project is underway concerning Reasonable Accommodations in Professional
Placements (see RAPP project earlier in this document).
– AHEAD Membership Forum – AHEAD has a membership with institutions/training
boards represented across further and higher education. This gives us a direct link to
member institutions to support them in developing inclusive policy and practice. Our
information line regularly takes calls from institution staff enquiring about best practice
or policy in a variety of areas relating to the inclusion of students with disabilities.
– WAM Employer Network – Through WAM, we work with a host of major national
employers. The strong relationships we build with these employers enable us to impact
on their diversity, recruitment and progression policies and practices.
– Union of Students in Ireland – AHEAD engages frequently with USI to ensure they
have the knowledge and understanding to support and engage with students with
disabilities through their work e.g., our annual training with Student’s Union Officers via
USI. In 2021, the shared Students with Disabilities Advisory Group was central to this
partnership.
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– Inclusion Support Network (ISN) - This is a newly established network made up of
practitioners within the Further Education and Training sector who are seeking to
embed Universal Design for Learning (UDL) within their settings. The first meeting took
place in Feb 2021, and AHEAD has been invited to be involved as this network grows.
This is another opportunity for the organisation to further promote the principles of UDL
and contribute to the creation of a community of UDL practitioners.
– FIT – the ICT talent helpline – Choose Tech Steering Group - FIT (Fastrack to
Information Technology) is a representative organisation of the technology sector
committed to growing Ireland’s tech talent pipeline. Their Choose Tech initiative aims
to address the structural under representation of disadvantaged young people and
increase diversity in the newly launched pre–tech & tech apprenticeships and the
tech sector. The initial pilot is in Dublin for 2 years and if successful will be extended
nationwide. AHEAD have been invited to join FIT’s Coalition for Tech Apprenticeship
Access and Inclusion to advise how the Choose Tech programme could be more
inclusive of learners with disabilities. AHEAD is also working with FIT to learn more
about the Tech apprenticeship model to see how students with disabilities can be better
included in their processes – with three presentations made and comments provided on
stages 1 and 2 of their student journey-map to boost their efforts on inclusion. FIT have
already made significant changes to their process and practice as a result of AHEAD’s
advice.
– Maynooth University Inclusive Learning Project – AHEAD is a member of the advisory
group for this project, attending monthly meetings since its formation in July 2022 and
providing advice on the project work and direction.
The goal of the Inclusive Learning Project (ILP) is to enhance the learning opportunities
and experience of all students supported by MAP through a partnership with the
National Learning Network, MU Student Services, MU IT Services, the Office for the
Dean of Teaching and Learning, the Centre for Teaching and Learning and the MU
Library. ILP Strand 1 will introduce a new model of tiered student support that will be
available to all MAP students. ILP Stand 2 will enhance the accessibility of the online
learning environment at MU.
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– The Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport Ireland (CILT) – AHEAD provided
commentary and advice to CILT on the development of their new reasonable
accommodations policy for learners undertaking CILT administered exams. CILT
coordinate the exam process for accreditation in programmes concerning haulage,
logistics and supply chain management on behalf of the Department of Transport.
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Theme B – Promoting Inclusion,
Networks & Collaboration

To sustain the organisation of AHEAD
to promote inclusion in education and
employment through the building
of networks and collaboration with
key strategic partners in all learning
environments
The following section outlines key strategic activities undertaken relating to
Theme B of our strategic plan.
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Theme B

INTO AND OUT OF EDUCATION
LEARNERS/STUDENT/GRADUATE/
EMPLOYER CONNECT
AHEAD seeks to promote the employment opportunities of graduates with disabilities by
focusing on the transition of students with disabilities to, within and from higher education
to employment through the following initiatives:
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WILLING ABLE MENTORING (WAM)
– A WORK PLACEMENT INITIATIVE
Willing Able Mentoring (WAM) is a work placement programme which aims to promote
access to the labour market for graduates with disabilities and build the capacity of
employers to integrate disability into the mainstream workplace. Participating employers
(WAM Leaders) collaborate with WAM to offer mentored, paid, work placements for
graduates with disabilities. This partnership brings graduates with disabilities and
employers together so that both can benefit from each other - ensuring genuine learning
opportunities for all.
WAM is unique in that it seeks to engage and support employers in order to develop their
potential to be inclusive, while simultaneously offering graduates with disabilities fantastic
career opportunities in a supportive environment.
Since 2005, the WAM Programme has provided 553 placements for graduates with
disabilities.

WAM Placement Recruitment
In 2021, WAM advertised 70 positions with 16 private sector companies and 16
Departments within the Civil Service. All placements advertised varied in duration from
six-months, one year to even some permanent contracts, all exclusively ring-fenced
for graduates with disabilities. 56 new placements were facilitated, with a total of 85
placements supported across the year (including those which began in 2020 and continued
to support into 2021).
A total of 568 applications were received, with 256 interviews organised and supported
by employers. 53 staff from employers received Disability Awareness Training from the
WAM team in advance of carrying out interviews with graduates in addition to 125 staff
undergoing WAM Pre-Placement Training.
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WAM IN NUMBERS
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198
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Placements
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Interviews Organised
and Supported
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Needs Assessments and WAM Mentoring Model
All WAM placements have both the WAM Needs Assessment and Mentoring Model
implemented with the participating manager, graduate, mentor and, on occasion, other
related staff. These processes are usually carried out on-site in the relevant place of work
where the graduate will be based. However, in 2021, guided by public health advice, both
the WAM Needs Assessment process and Mentoring Model training have continued to take
place online.

WAM Graduates Resilience Meetings
In response to the Covid-19 pandemic in April 2020, WAM set up online check-in meetings
with placed graduates on a regular basis in light of the fact they were now working alone
without the support of their work colleagues. These meetings have proven to be very
successful and have continued to take place throughout the course of 2021. The purpose
of these meetings was twofold: to create a space where graduates can interact with each
other and to provide them with an opportunity to air any issues they may be having in
relation to working from home in addition to the WAM team gaining an insight into how
graduates were faring and provide guidance and support into their placement.
The WAM graduates act as a peer support network to each other; for example, graduates
who are three or four months into their placement, are giving advice and tips to new
graduates who have just started their placement. When graduates move towards the end of
their placement, their peers and the WAM team offer information and tips on their future job
search and other supports available from AHEAD.
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WAMINARS – EMPLOYER
TRAINING EVENTS
In response to the outbreak of Covid-19 in 2020 and the resulting restrictions on face-toface events, WAM responded by hosting monthly online WAMinars. This continued into 2021
with a wide variety of topics relating to specific disability awareness covered, in addition to
the hosting of WAM’s very first symposium and launch of a new report.
Over 1,890 people attended WAMinars in 2021, an increase of 60% in 2020, showing the
success of online learning as a means to capture a wider audience.

WAMinar: Temporary Disabilities – 2nd February
This webinar set out to inform and educate employers about what they can do under the
Employment Equality Act to support employees who have a temporary disability and
what reasonable accommodations could be put in place. The topics discussed at this
event included the sharing of an employee’s personal experience of receiving a cancer
diagnosis and undergoing treatment while in the workplace. It also provided insights into
back injuries and how best to support employees in this respect; with a particular focus on
remote working.

Key Impact / Statistics
– 100% of respondents said they benefited from attending the event.
– 86% of attendees said the webinar overall was excellent.

→ “Keep doing what you’re doing! I love the variety of perspectives and the

openness of your speakers both during their presentations and during the
Q&A.”

Links & Resources
– Recording of WAMinar
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10

weeks of webinars

1,890+
participants

15

countries

8,000+

website visitors
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WAMinar: Autism Awareness – 2nd March
Over the last 10 years, there has been a significant increase in the number of autistic people
going to further and higher education and coming through The WAM Programme. WAM
partnered with AsIAm on this webinar for employers with guest speaker Adam Harris.
The topics discussed at this event included language and terminology around autism,
accommodating autistic people in the recruitment process, and how to have autism-friendly
workplaces.

Key Impact / Statistics
– 97% of respondents said they benefited from attending the event.
– 89% of attendees said the webinar overall was excellent.

→ “Excellent delivery really enjoyed it, got my attention throughout. Looking
forward to signing up for more.”

Links & Resources
– WAMinar Advertising Page

WAMinar: Business Case for Hiring People with Disabilities – 2nd June
The objective of the webinar was to promote why and how hiring people with disabilities
is good for business with the launch of key findings of a national survey commissioned
by AHEAD looking at employer attitudes to hiring and recruiting people with disabilities
followed by Noel Joyce, an innovator and person with a disability and from WAM employer,
Bank of Ireland, who became the first Irish business to gain ‘Disability Smart Standard’
accreditation
AHEAD engaged with a media company in advance of the webinar to publicise the findings
and raise awareness of AHEAD on a national level.
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Impact of Media Campaign
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Interview with CEO and coverage on RTÉ News at One and Six-One (2nd June)
Digital article on RTÉ News website (2nd June)
Interview with RTÉ Radio 1 – Morning Ireland (2nd June)
Digital article with Irish Independent (2nd June)
Print article with Irish Examiner (3rd June)
Two radio shows interviews with Flirt FM 101.3 and Tipp Mid-West Radio
Print and Digital article with Irish Independent Editorial Piece from CEO (11th June)
Digital article with Irish Examiner (6th August)

WAM received an increase in requests for information about the programme in the weeks
that followed, they were a mixture of SMEs and multi-nationals.

Key Impact for Attendees
– 100% of respondents said they benefited from attending the event.
– 80% of attendees said the webinar overall was excellent.

→ “A better understanding of the approach taken by a company when

advertising, hiring and supporting people with disabilities. Also, useful
links to the rights involved”

Links & Resources
– WAMinar Advertising Page
– Recording of WAMinar

WAM Symposium: Intersectionality – 7th July
This first online WAM Symposium looked at intersection of disability in employment with
other identities. In this Symposium, we looked at the intersections of race, socio-economic
status and the LGBTQIA+ community. The Symposium referenced how employers can foster
supportive environments for a diverse workforce.
The Symposium was broken down into two sessions starting with information about what
is intersectionality, the perspective of socio-economic status, migrants and the LGBTQIA+
community in employment followed by a lived experience panel discussion.
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Speakers included;
Paul McKeon - Diversity and Inclusion Advocate
Alison Payne - Integration Support Worker from BTIC’s EPIC
Maria Ní Fhlatharta - Disability Law & LGBTQIA+ Activist
Lydia Gratis - Anti-Racism Educator & Activist, Black Wellness Content Creator, Deaf
Youth Advocate
– Robbie Lawlor - HIV Activist, PhD Candidate
– Blessing Dada - BIPOC Mental Health Advocate
–
–
–
–
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Key Impact / Statistics
– 100% of respondents said they benefited from attending the event.
– 94% of attendees said the webinar overall was excellent.

→ “I have learned so much about the individual experience and also about

the wider communities that are underrepresented. I am definitely eager
and open to learning more.”

→ “This was an amazing event. So touched by all the shared stories and

lived experiences of the speakers. Learned so much and really opened my
eyes. So well organized by WAM and AHEAD.”

→ “I have come to realise from this event that I must value my intersectional
identity more and share each other’s stories to elevate the importance
of DEI, which allows incorporation of the discriminated community in the
right manner.”

Links & Resources
– WAMinar Advertising Page
– Playlist of all Symposium Speakers

WAMinar: Dyslexia in the Workplace – 11th August
Students with dyslexia/SLD are the largest grouping accessing college disability support
services in higher education in Ireland, a trend which has remained consistent over the
last decade. Yet a recent survey from AHEAD with employers has found that 44% of
respondents thought of a physical disability when asked the first thing to come mind when
they heard the word disability. Clearly there is a need for greater awareness of disabilities
beyond the physical.
WAM partnered with Dyslexia Association of Ireland on this webinar. Caoimhe O’Malley
presented information on what is dyslexia and provided practical tips on accommodations
for dyslexic people in the recruitment process but also how to create a dyslexia friendly
workplace.
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Key Impact / Statistics
– 100% of respondents said they benefited from attending the event.
– 78% of attendees said the webinar overall was excellent.

→ “Very informative, interactive, and helpful to me as a disability advisor /
assistive technology officer. practical considerations and information”

→ “Increased knowledge in relation to Dyslexia, really useful tips for the

workplace, better understanding of the challenges involved for individuals
with dyslexia”

Links & Resources
– WAMinar Advertising Page
– Recording of WAMinar

WAM Leaders Awards – 29th September
The WAM Programme virtually hosted the WAM Leaders Awards 2021 in conjunction with
an invite-only WAM Employer Networking session on Wednesday 29th September. The WAM
Leaders Awards are one of the highlights of the WAM Programme’s calendar year, where
AHEAD recognise the employers who have worked with AHEAD to promote the employment
of graduates with disabilities by facilitating a WAM placement during our funding period
(April 2020 – March 2021).
The hour-long event was well attended by 40 representatives from the companies and
organisations partnered with The WAM Programme. The CEO of AHEAD, Dara Ryder, and
the Employment Manager, Caroline McGrotty opened the event welcoming everyone and
delivering a short presentation on the key highlights and outcomes of the year and how
AHEAD and The WAM Programme navigated its way through the pandemic.
Two WAM Graduates spoke about their personal experience of undertaking a WAM
placement remotely in the past 12 months. The audience expressed their admiration and
appreciation of these insights and the impact real stories have.
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The event wrapped up with a networking session hosted by the AHEAD team using Zoom
breakout rooms. Here the attendees had a chance to meet and chat with other WAM
employers or employers interested in partnering with WAM. Prior to the virtual event the
WAM Programme posted the WAM Leader Award plaques to employers who were also in
attendance at the virtual event.

Key Impact
16 companies were awarded a WAM Leader Award for their work in recruiting graduates
with disabilities in 2020-2021. Below is a list of the companies who received an award:
Civil Service Departments
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Business, Enterprise and Innovation
Justice and Equality
Public Expenditure and Reform
Social Protection
Irish Human Rights Equality Commission
National Council for Special Education
National Shared Services Office
Office of the Revenue Commissioners
Public Appointment Service
Road Safety Authority
The State Laboratory

Private and Semi-State Sector
–
–
–
–
–
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Allianz
Bank of Ireland
Beckman Coulter
Central Bank
National Treasury Management Authority (NTMA)

WAMinar: Language & Disability – 20th October
The objective of this webinar was to discuss the evolving language of disability, and to
promote being mindful of language to ensure all people with disabilities feel included
in the workplace. Disability, disabled, differently-able, diff-ability, neurodiversity, people
of ‘all abilities’ are examples of various terms in use. Dr Shivaun Quinlivan presented
the definition and legal implications in employment of not using the word disability, and
this was followed by a panel discussion with three disabled people - Suzy Byrne, Laoċín
Brennan and Amy Hassett - who discussed their perspective, experiences and insight into
the language of disability.

→ ‘Keep up the great work! Your webinars are excellent. The panel
discussions bring a great mix of disability voices to the table.’

Key Impact / Statistics
– 100% of respondents said they benefited from attending the event.
– 90% of attendees said the webinar overall was excellent.

Links & Resources
– WAMinar: Language & Disability - AHEAD
– WAMinar Recording
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WAMinar: Brain Awareness and Neurological Conditions – 24th November
The webinar introduced Brain Awareness and an understanding of Neurological Conditions
with a particular focus on Epilepsy. The presenters explored some the most common
neurological conditions in Ireland and gave information on how living with and treating
neurological conditions can affect work life and day-to-day activities. They highlighted
areas where employers and colleagues can be mindful when working with someone with a
neurological condition.
This was hosted by Deirdre Moore, Senior WAM Project Officer in AHEAD with presentations
from representatives of the Neurological Alliance of Ireland and Epilepsy Ireland.

→ ‘This is my first time to attend a WAM webinar and it was excellent. I have
looked at the website since and watched another webinar.’

Key Impact / Statistics
– 97% of respondents said they benefited from attending the event.
– 80% of attendees said the webinar overall was excellent.

Links & Resources
– WAMinar: Understanding Neurological Conditions and Epilepsy
– WAMinar Recording
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WAM NETWORKING, TRAINING
AND DISSEMINATION
WAM continues to develop and expand its reach across employers and foster collaboration
with state agencies and other NGOs. Relationship building is a key component to winning
employer support for The WAM Programme and talks, meetings and presentations take
place on an on-going basis both nationally and internationally.
In 2021, WAM reached over 4,600 people by presenting at various events, training and
participating at panel discussions. These included;
– Intreo’s Work and Skills Week: Presented on two days to over 600 employer staff and
3,400 jobseekers about The WAM Programme
– Local Government Management Agency’s Equality and Diversity Inclusion Conference:
Presentation to 70 staff from 31 local authorities
– Department of Social Protection’s Disability Consultative Forum
– MidWest Disability Forum: Series on Disability and Employment – Panel Discussion
– SeeChange – Green Ribbon Month: Feelings of Exclusion - Panel Discussion

Civil Service Pathway for WAM Graduates
In 2020, discussions and presentations took place with various stakeholders to look at the
feasibility of creating a pathway for WAM graduates who complete a WAM placement in the
Civil Service, to apply for permanent employment, where roles are available, at Executive
Officer (EO) grade via closed competitions. This continued to progress in 2021 in conjunction
with the Public Appointment Service and the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform
and it is expected to launch at the end of 2022.
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GETAHEAD – STUDENT EXPERIENCE
AND THE TRANSITION TO WORK
GetAHEAD is a Project of AHEAD which engages with students and graduates with
disabilities, and aims to support their transition to the workplace and help to prepare them
for their job search. Get AHEAD runs frequent events and training sessions with students
and graduates to upskill them in areas such as:
– Interview Preparation
– Disclosing Your Disability
– Resilience in the Workplace
Additionally, Get AHEAD engages with student bodies (USI, local students’ unions) to
provide training which aims to improve the experience of students with disabilities in
further and higher education seeking to engage in extracurricular activities such as clubs
and societies. Examples of training topics covered include how to run accessible events and
ensuring your club/society is inclusive. The aim is to ensure that students with disabilities
have more opportunities to engage in extracurricular activities which research has shown
improves employability and outcomes.
Get AHEAD also runs a number of key larger events outlined next.
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GETAHEAD EVENTS
BUILDING THE FUTURE
Building the Future is GetAHEAD’s unique, annual careers event for students and graduates
with disabilities and specific learning difficulties. Last year this event was reimagined into a
week-long virtual event due to the pandemic and this year the event used the same format.
Citi, who typically host the event in their offices kindly agreed to sponsor the accessibility
costs of the online event once again this year.
Building The Future Virtual Careers Event took place from Monday 23rd to Friday 27th
August.

Full Schedule of the Week

10am to
2:30 pm

Monday
23th

Tuesday
24th

Wednesday
25th

Thursday
26th

Friday
27th

Mock
Interviews

CV
Clinics

Mock
Interviews

CV
Clinics

Mock
Interviews

Civil Service
Departments

ESB
Bank of
America
Facebook

Getting the
Most Out of
LinkedIn

What is
The WAM
Programme?

Employer Drop In Sessions

3pm to
4pm

Civil Service
Departments

NTMA
Salesforce
Mercer
Ireland

Central Bank
Accenture
Enterprise

Workshops

4.15pm
to 5pm

Panel
Discussion
- Remote
Onboarding

Disclosing your
Disability

Graduates
Programmes An Introduction
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Disability Awareness Training
Prior to the event, GetAHEAD provided a disability awareness workshop for employer staff
who were volunteering their time at the event. This one-hour training session was delivered
online on the 13th August and covered some basic disability awareness, some insight into
making the virtual setting accessible and a detailed run through of different volunteer
roles. The recording of this training was also made available to all volunteers taking part in
Building the Future 2021.

Mock Interviews
The mock interviews are a popular aspect of the event, for both the students and graduates
and also the employers. GetAHEAD asked employers if HR staff or hiring managers within
their company were willing to conduct virtual mock interviews for a period of 35 minutes
including feedback time on how they performed.

CV Clinic
In addition to seeking volunteers from participating employers for the Mock Interviews, we
also asked their staff to contribute as a CV ‘Doctor’, where they gave the graduate’s CV a
health check. Attendees had a 20-minute slot with the employer where they got detailed
advice on how to format, structure and sell themselves on a CV.

Employer Drop in Sessions
Each day there was a different group of employers to meet and attendees could select
which days they wanted to go attend. In the hour slot, employers gave a brief overview
of what their company does and what roles they have on offer and fielded questions from
graduates about company culture and recruitment processes.
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Full Schedule of Employer Drop-In Sessions

Monday

Department of Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth
Central Statistics Office

Central Bank of Ireland
Tuesday

Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Accenture

NTMA
Salesforce
Wednesday

Mercer, Marsh and MMC
Green Party
PepsiCo

Department of Social Protection
Thursday

Department of Transport
State Laboratory
Public Appointment Service

ESB
Friday

Bank of America
Facebook
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Online Workshops
Every day throughout the week finished with a 45-minute workshop delivered in a webinar
format. Citi and their Citi Disability Network, Enabling Diverse Abilities Dublin, kindly
sponsored the accessibility costs of closed captioning and ISL interpreting.

Monday 23rd - Remote Onboarding – Employer Panel Discussion
To kick off the week-long series, GetAHEAD facilitated a panel discussion with WAM
employers. During the past 18 months, these employers had been recruiting both with
WAM, and in the mainstream market, for roles within their organisation and onboarding
them virtually. On the panel were employer representatives from; Public Appointment
Service, Salesforce, the National Treasury Management Agency (NTMA) and WAM with
the GetAHEAD Coordinator facilitating the discussion and questions. The panel gave some
insight into how online onboarding worked in their companies, gave tips on getting the most
from a virtual onboarding experience and answered attendee questions about starting a
new job remotely.
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Tuesday 24th - ‘Disclosing Your Disability’ – AHEAD
This workshop, facilitated by AHEAD, aimed to get attendees thinking about how to
disclose a disability at work. Using self-reflective questions and confidence boosting
techniques, it encouraged attendees to have a positive conversation with employers about
accommodations and support. Graduates left the workshop with a better understanding of
relevant legislation/their rights as well as a plan for disclosure.

Wednesday 25th - ‘What is a Graduate Programme’ –Central Bank of Ireland
A lot of large employers use graduate programmes to recruit a team of graduates every
year. These programmes are a great way to upskill and learn on the job. Graduate
programmes cover lots of different areas and allow graduates to get a flavour for the
whole business. In this session, Central Bank gave attendees a better understanding about
how graduate programmes work. Attendees learned more about the application process,
what a role on a grad programme is like and how reasonable accommodations work on a
programme like this.
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BUILDING THE FUTURE
IN NUMBERS
Below are a collection of key facts and figures relating to Building the Future 2021

20
44
20
58

companies participated in
Building the Future 2021

24

employer volunteers
carried out mock
interviews and CV
clinics for students
and graduates with
disabilities

17

companies met
directly with students
and graduates with
disabilities at the
employer drop-in
sessions

100

students and
graduates with
disabilities registered
for Employer Drop-In
Sessions

volunteers from 20
companies participated

employer volunteers
from 8 companies
attended Building
the Future Disability
Awareness Training

CV clinic slots were
available of which 43
slots were filled

320
49
63

mock interview slots
were available of
which 35 were filled

students and
graduates with
disabilities registered
for the five online
workshops

Thursday 26th - ‘Getting the Most from Your LinkedIn Profile’ – LinkedIn
This workshop, facilitated by LinkedIn, showed attendees how to start building their
LinkedIn profiles and get the most out of the platform. During the session attendees began
answering questions and defining their ‘personal brand’, and identifying what they bring
to the table. Attendees left the workshop with new insights into best use of the platform
– whether they are currently looking for work or hoping to expand their professional
networks.
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Friday 27th - ‘What is The WAM Programme?’ – AHEAD
The final workshop of the week was facilitated by the WAM team at AHEAD. The webinar
was an information session about WAM, highlighting the WAM process and opportunities
available with a safe space to pose questions to the WAM team.

Feedback from Employers and Attendees
100% of employers felt the structure of the week and use of the Zoom platform was either
good or excellent. Over 40% of employer volunteers would like to see a hybrid approach for
this event going forward. They felt that some elements were more accessible online, but
it was difficult to create the networking and rapport that happens in a physical space in a
virtual event.

→ “I could see pros and cons to both (virtual and physical) - in terms of

accessibility and comfort, virtual might suit some attendees more. But like
a lot of similar events, there is an element of networking and rapport that
is hard to imitate virtually so a hybrid model might work well.”

→ “Good, clear instructions were provided and the necessary materials

(e.g., CVs) were provided in sufficient time prior to the event. The training
session was also excellent, with great advice and a safe environment to
ask any questions.”

40% of students and graduates with disabilities felt going forward the event should take a
blended approach with 50% preferring the event to remain fully online going forward.

→ “I invest a considerable amount of money for a consultant to make my

CV and LinkedIn. It was not a professional from Facebook like I had
the opportunity to do at this event. During this week, I got precious
insights that would make me save money, mainly because the result
from consultancy wasn’t the most appropriate. This is just to exemplify
the value of what this event was for me. As a student struggling with my
finances and seeking a fresh start after the pandemic despite my health
conditions, it was absolutely incredible!”
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→ “This was a really strong mock interview with important questions and
helpful feedback.”

→ “My CV clinic showed me a nice new perspective on my layout and overall
presentation of experience.”

95% of students and graduates with disabilities felt they benefited from the event
and that the event was fully accessible.
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GETAHEAD BOOT CAMP

GetAHEAD worked with LinkedIn to provide a half day boot camp for students and
graduates via Zoom. This boot camp, provided information on the following;
–
–
–
–

Building your LinkedIn profile
Your ‘professional brand’
Leveraging your professional network to connect to opportunities
How to search for jobs and career opportunities on LinkedIn

The opening presentation was followed by a series of arranged one-to-one sessions, via
breakout rooms on zoom. All attendees got the opportunity to meet with a participating
LinkedIn staff member experienced in reviewing profiles. In these one-to-one sessions, the
LinkedIn staff representative reviewed attendees’ profiles and in turn, attendees could raise
and discuss specific areas they wanted to develop and what they wanted to achieve with
their profiles, including the search for work.
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THINK TWICE WORKSHOPS

GetAHEAD held Think Twice workshops in 2021 on chosen topics to boost employability and
prepare students and graduates for the word of work.
Over 120 students and graduates with disabilities registered for these workshops in.

Preparing for a Virtual Interview - 19th May
GetAHEAD facilitated the first Think Twice workshop on Zoom on preparing for a virtual
interview. Attendees received information about the STAR approach, information about
different online platforms employers use for interviews, accessibility and accommodations
and a chance to answer questions.

Resilience and Remote Working - 16th June
GetAHEAD facilitated a workshop for students and graduates on the database. Attendees
received information on how to build and maintain resilience while working from home,
including tips on communication while working remotely.

CV Building – 19th October
This webinar on how to build, format and layout CVs took place on 19th October. It offered
practical advice and examples with plenty of opportunity for questions.

Reasonable Accommodation and AT in the Workplace – 30th November
This was an interactive workshop with attendees outlining how reasonable
accommodations, including assistive technology is used in the workplace. The workshop
gave examples of reasonable accommodations and gave the space for attendees to explore
their options.
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GETAHEAD NETWORKING,
TRAINING AND DISSEMINATION
GetAHEAD continues to develop and strengthen its relationships across the third level
employment sector. Relationship building is integral to ensuring the work of GetAHEAD is
known and considered in the work to prepare students and graduates with disabilities to
join the workforce.
In 2021, GetAHEAD presented at various events, delivered training sessions and
participated in panel discussions. These included:
– Disclosure Workshops: Facilitated workshops with UCD, TCD, NUI Galway
– Maynooth University Student Union Disability Panel: speaking about reasonable
accommodations, GetAHEAD and the WAM programme
– Student Union Training: Facilitated Disability Awareness Training covering accessibility,
UDL and disclosure for NUI Galway
– Exhibiting at Career Fairs: Exhibited at GradIreland annual careers fair, Munster
Technological University and Maynooth University.
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LINK – EUROPEAN
LEARNING NETWORK
LINK is a learning network made up of partners from seven European countries, all of
which share knowledge, best practice and experience with the aim of raising the quality
of service for third level students with disabilities across Europe. Countries represented
include Ireland, the Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Belgium, the UK and Slovenia. By
learning about what is happening in other countries and how similar organisations
are achieving their aims, we seek to broaden our understanding and better inform our
contributions to policy and practice in Ireland.
This network is very important to the work of AHEAD since it is the only independent
network that is looking at inclusion in education and universal design for learning at a
European level. In 2021, four meetings with different themes such as UDL in online settings,
UDL in vocational training, and mainstreaming assistive technologies took place.
At the final meeting in November 2021, Dutch partners ECIO took up the role of chair
for 2021/22, with current vice-chairs Slovenian partners DSIS scheduled to take up the
chairing role in Nov 2022. At this meeting, it was decided that the LINK network will focus
on a single topic for 2022 – Hybrid Learning.
Find out more about the LINK Network.
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BETTER OPTIONS 2021

Better Options is an annual free event for students and adults with disabilities considering
their post leaving cert educational options, as well as parents and guidance counsellors.
This year’s event took place on Nov 28th 2021. Attendees learnt about college support
services, making the most of their time in college, access routes open to those with
disabilities and specific learning difficulties, including how to make an application to DAREDisability Access Route to Education. The event was held online and took the format of
several Zoom presentations and other opportunities for engagement and interaction.
There were 223 participants registered to attend the event throughout the day, ranging
from 24 counties of Ireland. The online format continues to open the event out to a wider
geographical spread than would typically be seen for the in-person version.
AHEAD also hosted a free one to one Information Video-Call Service for attendees to ask
questions about their specific circumstances with our Information Officer Lorraine Gallagher
and Student Support Supervisor from National College of Ireland Karen Mooney.

Better Options Talks
– Talk 1 ‘Options and Routes to Courses’ from Mary Stokes from the National Centre
for Guidance in Education (NCGE) and Siobhan Magner the National Programme
Manager for the Sales Apprenticeship, Mayo Sligo Leitrim Education and Training Board
(MSLETB). The talk took a deep dive into FET and the value of guidance counsellors
in helping students identify their interests and skills and about the growing field of
apprenticeships.
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– Talk 2 ‘Getting the Most from College Life’ from Hannah Kelly of AHEAD and Bukky
Adebowale the Vice President for Equality and Citizenship of the Union of Students
Ireland (USI). They discussed the value of getting involved in clubs and societies, the
work of AHEAD and USI in supporting students with disabilities, the shared student
advisory group run by AHEAD and USI, the Ally Ship resource developed by Get AHEAD
and the Power of Disability Conference for students coming up in January 2022.
– Talk 3 ‘Succeed with Assistive Technology’ provided a platform for Trevor Boland to
promote the newly developed Discover AT tool. This session began with a presentation
followed by a panel with users and advocates of AT discussing their experiences with
the AT they use and how it contributes to their work and study.
– Talk 4 ‘How the DARE Scheme Works’ from Anne O’Connor the Head of the Disability
and Learning Support Service at DCU.
– Talk 5 ‘Suss the System - Disability Services & What to Expect’ from Declan Treanor
and Courtney McGrath of the Trinity Disability Service. They discussed what the
disability services do and why students should register with them and they went
through the process of how to register and what would happen afterwards. They also
outlined the types of supports Trinity might offer students with disabilities.
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ATTENDEE REACTIONS

100% of the attendees surveyed said that the Better Options event was useful and 100%
said that they would recommend Better Options to others.

“A lot of the speakers
had disabilities themselves.
it wasn’t just a talk from a
fully able-bodied person to
us. it was people who had
the experience too”
“Amazing information; the Assistive
Technology session was particularly
useful, not just for students with
disabilities. The other sessions
were great for highlighting the
services available etc.”

“As a parent, I find the transition
to college daunting and it was great
to get such clear, practical advice,
particularly from Talk 1 (Options
and Routes) and Talk 4 (DARE)”
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“All my initial
information that I had
hoped to be covered was
… really liked being able to
attend via zoom... really
suited. Thank you”

AHEAD START COURSE –
SUPPORTING STUDENTS WITH
DISABILITIES IN FURTHER AND
HIGHER EDUCATION – 2021

AHEAD Start is a training course on supporting students with disabilities. It is aimed at staff
responsible for delivering disability supports in further and higher, education and runs once
a year. It comprises of 20-25 hours of online course material, including assignments to be
completed over an 8-week term.
Prior to COVID-19, AHEAD Start took a blended learning approach. In 2021, AHEAD Start
was redesigned and adapted to be delivered entirely online. 42 participants signed up from
across both the further and higher education sectors, including occupational therapists,
safety instructors, learning support tutors, lecturers, guidance counsellors, ‘Teaching
English as a Foreign Language’ staff and access and inclusion Officers. Due to the online
format, these participants came from a wide geographical spread.
The AHEAD Start course is broken into four online modules: Disability, Attitudes, Policy and
Legislation – A History; Understanding Disability and its Educational Impact; Supports and
Reasonable Accommodations; and Needs Assessment and Funding.
Supporting sessions, previously held face-to-face, were delivered as online interactive
webinars:
– Webinar 1: An introduction to the AHEAD Start course, including the online player
and other online materials and resources. Barrister at Law, Katie Ridge presented to
participants on ‘Understanding Legal Obligations for Educational Establishments’
(Jan 2021).
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– Webinar 2: ‘Assistive Technology Solutions in Tertiary Education’ with Trevor Boland
AHEAD eLearning and Digital Media Officer. (Feb 2021).
– Webinar 3: ‘Demystifying Educational Psychologists’ Reports’ with Lisa Padden,
University College Dublin (Feb 2021).
– Webinar 4: ‘Needs Assessment and Final Assignment’ with Lorraine Gallagher, Course
Tutor, Information & Training Officer, AHEAD. (March 2021).
All webinars were captioned and recorded, and made available on the AHEAD Start
platform for participants to re-visit, and for those participants that could not make a live
broadcast.
The webinars were designed to be interactive, with participants being encouraged to share
ideas and experiences in smaller break out rooms. Participants also completed short
reflective pieces at the end of each module, posting these to the course discussion board.
As the final course assignment, all participants completed a needs assessment which was
submitted to course tutor, Lorraine Gallagher (Information & Training Officer, AHEAD).
This course remains one of AHEAD’s key resources for the professional development of
staff involved in delivering supports for students with disabilities in further and higher
education.
For further insight on the AHEAD Start course, click here to watch this promotional video.
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DISCOVER AT – FIND
YOUR AT MATCH
In 2021, AHEAD developed an important new Assistive Technology (AT) Tool to accompany
its suite of AT resources. The tool, launched in Oct 2021, was been designed to support
learners, teachers, workers and employers to engage with and personalise their learning
and working experience by identifying AT that may be useful for them to explore. Input
was sought from learners and staff in FE and HE including; AT Officers, Disability Support
Professionals, Tutors, Guidance Counsellors, CPD Coordinators and other relevant
stakeholder bodies. These discussions and feedback have informed the way the tool is
designed and the series of questions learners move through to identify the AT most suitable
to their specific needs. Upon answering a short series of questions, the user is presented
with a tailored list of AT suitable for their requirements which they can explore and filter
in different ways for example whether the technology is free, and what platform the
technology works on.
This output includes links to a webpage about each AT which includes further guidance for
users and demonstrations of how the technology works. It is linked to the AT Hive resource
on the AHEAD website, one of the most visited pages on the site which includes over 50
commonly used learning technologies. This new tool is an important way of supporting
learners’ digital knowledge, building their confidence around AT, empowering them to
improve and enhance their own learning experience.
The AT Discover Tool can be accessed here.
The Discover AT Tool was used more than 1500 times between Oct – Dec 2021 with
countless more page views accumulated on the previously developed underlying AT Hive
resource used to explore the AT matches which the tool links to.
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In order to promote the newly developed Discover AT tool we planned a communications
campaign titled ‘AT Aware Day’ on October 13th and created a hashtag (#ATaware) to
generate momentum and attention towards the topic of assisted technology on the day that
we launched the tool.
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MEMBERS WINTER WEBINARS 2021

AHEAD provides a series of free and exclusive member only webinars to acknowledge the
support members provide for our work in creating inclusive environments in education and
employment for people with disabilities. Planning is under way for this year’s series, due to
take place in November and December.

Members Webinar 1: Pandemic Learnings on Inclusion in Tertiary Education
from AHEAD
Richard Healy and Dara Ryder of AHEAD highlighted key findings from AHEAD’s newly
released Learning from Home research, exploring how students with disabilities coped
with Learning from Home, and what practices can be retained and embedded to support
inclusion as we return to on-campus learning. The session weaved in related findings from
other recently released AHEAD research to paint a picture of what we have learned and
how we can productively use the findings to improve tertiary education going forward.
In the second contribution, AHEAD conference 2021 Rapporteurs Dr Marian McCarthy and
Dr Vivian Rath celebrated the release of the AHEAD Conference 2021 Rapporteur Report,
exploring the key messages and themes exploring and discussed at the conference and
summarises the collective learning from the contributions made across the 5 weeks of
presentations, workshops, discussions and digital posters.
The webinar tool place on Nov 2nd and there were 62 attendees registered.
The recording of ‘Pandemic Learnings on Inclusion in Tertiary Education from AHEAD’ is
available here.
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Figure 2 Screenshot of Zoom showing Dara Ryder and Richard Healy from AHEAD and their
slide. Their slide lists future hopes for students with disabilities from the Learning from
Home data. Top 3 rated were retention of recorded/captioned lectures (88%), more choice in
assessment (78%) and accessibility/awareness training for all staff (77%).

Members Webinar 2: Offering Choice in Assessment – Why and How!
In the AHEAD Learning from Home Research of 2021, choice in assessment was identified
as a priority for 78% of students with disabilities across further and higher education. In
this webinar, Dr Lisa Padden from UCD Access and Lifelong Learning explored why offering
choice and variety in assessment approaches supports equity and quality, shared findings
of her research with Dr Geraldine O’Neill in the experiences of students and educators, and
offered practical tips on how to get started in building choice into assessment practices.
Trevor Boland, Digital Media and E-Learning Officer of AHEAD presented on assistive
technology, how to signpost useful AT for assessments, and promoted the Discover AT tool.
The webinar tool place on Nov 23rd and there were 88 attendees registered.
The recording of ‘Offering Choice in Assessment – Why and How!’ is available here.
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Figure 3 Screenshot of Zoom window showing Jess Dunne, Trevor Boland and Tommy
Crampton from AHEAD and Lisa Padden from UCD. Lisa’s slide is showing that of 15,846
students with disabilities registered with support services, 13,795 are getting exam
accommodations. Even pre-pandemic there has been an increase in students reporting
exam anxiety. There has been some progress in embedding choice and diversity of
assessment but this has been slow.

Members Webinar 3: Learnings from Covid-19 - Innovations in Disability
Supports Services
In the final members webinar of 2021, Rachel Abraham, the Exam Secretary of CSN
College of Further Education and Courtney McGrath of Trinity Disability Service discussed
their experiences of supporting students with disabilities during the pandemic and what
innovations they would like to see carried through to the future.
The webinar took place on Dec 14th and there were 49 attendees registered.
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THE AHEAD JOURNAL - A REVIEW
OF INCLUSIVE EDUCATION &
EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES
The online AHEAD Journal is a space in which professionals and students/graduates can
share experiences and good practice, air ideas, raise concerns and explore what is going on
in the world of inclusive education and employment, and features articles on UDL, disability
support and inclusive employment.
The Journal has become a key method of dissemination and sharing of good practice
from AHEAD and an important space to discuss issues arising in the sector. It also offers
us another great opportunity to collaborate with key stakeholders in education and
employment and offer them a platform to highlight their good work.
Issues 12 and 13 of the AHEAD Journal were released in 2021, featuring a total of 27 new
articles. The online AHEAD journal garnered more than 9,000 page views in 2021.
Visit the AHEAD journal here.
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9,000
page views in 2021
AHEAD Journal
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Theme C – Promoting UDL

To promote the principles of Universal
Design for Learning (UDL) by creating
an understanding of UDL across all
learning environments
The following section outlines key strategic activities undertaken relating to
Theme C of our strategic plan.
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Theme C

DIGITAL BADGE FOR UNIVERSAL
DESIGN IN TEACHING AND
LEARNING – UDL BADGE 2021

Please note, only the resources required by AHEAD to coordinate the higher education group undertaking this course were taken from HEA funding. Funding for the
coordination of the FET group comes from SOLAS under their support for AHEAD’s
further education activities.

The national roll out of the 2021 UDL Badge programme commenced in October and ran
until mid-December.
As part of the National Forum for the Enhancement of Teaching & Learning’s open access
digital badge initiative, in 2017 AHEAD and UCD Access & Lifelong Learning teamed
up to create the digital badge for Universal Design in Teaching & Learning. A 25-hour
introductory course covering an introduction to UDL (Universal Design for Learning)
and supporting staff to make their first UDL implementation. For participants, the course
involves:
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Approx. 25 hours over 10 weeks
3 live webinars (orientation – what’s happening)
5 Self Directed Modules (the knowledge base)
4 Peer Group Meetings
1 Redesign Activity (implementing UDL in real time)
Weekly week 5-9 drop-ins
(Optional Facilitator Badge – 5 hours extra)

Staff in the sector can undertake the course directly with us through our annual national
roll outs of the badge. In addition, they can also participate in training to become course
facilitators themselves and roll out the badge locally in their own FET/HE institutions using
the facilitators pack provided. In 2021, AHEAD ran a major national roll out of the Digital
Badge for Universal Design in Teaching and Learning with our partners in UCD Access &
Lifelong Learning, running from Oct – Dec 2021. The course was rolled out simultaneously
to groups in FET and HE, with the resources required to coordinate the HE group provided
through AHEAD’s core HE funding with the HEA, and the resources required to coordinate
the FET group provided through AHEAD’s core FET funding with SOLAS.
Scaling with Innovative Partnership Model of UDL Badge Delivery
In our innovative model of course delivery which facilitates the increasing scale of delivery,
AHEAD and UCD manage the central course delivery and main course communications.
Previously trained Peer Group Facilitators in FET/HE institutions across the country
manage local peer groups, ensuring they are moving through the course together and that
the groups are functioning well.
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This innovative model of delivery has enabled us to achieve a 43% year on year increase in
the number of UDL badges awarded through the national roll out of the UDL Badge across
FET and HE.
The increased capacity was achieved by teaming up with 86 previously trained UDL badge
facilitators to deliver the course to approximately 900 participants simultaneously in FET
and HE - the largest national roll out of UDL CPD ever undertaken in Ireland (and we
believe, internationally). We also offered participants the opportunity to enroll in the add-on
facilitators badge which equips future facilitators with the skills they need to roll the course
out in their own institutions or partner with us in our national roll-outs.
After 1200+ initial registrations of interest garnered over the summer, approximately 1000
participants entered week 1 of the course in Oct. After ten weeks of learning, interacting
with peers and undertaking a UDL redesign, 771 (up 43% from 2020 figures) staff
members across further and higher education were awarded the UDL Badge and 138
participants were awarded the optional facilitators badge, enabling them to conduct their
own roll outs or partner with us to deliver future national roll outs.
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The HE/FET breakdown of badges awarded in the 2021 national rollout is as follows:
– The UDL Badge – 355 HE Professionals (up 80% from 2020) and 416 FET Practitioners
(up 22% from 2020)
– The Facilitators Badge – 68 HE Professionals and 70 FET Practitioners
Numbers on the course were so large that the course hashtag #UDLbadge was trending
#2 in Ireland on twitter on the day of the opening course webinar. A diverse group of
staff roles from tertiary education participated including Lecturers, Tutors, Principals
and Managers, Occupational Therapists, Career Advisors, Technology Enhanced Learning
professionals, Youth Reach staff, Adult Literacy Tutors, Project Managers and Disability
Support Staff.
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Previously trained UDL badge facilitators from institutions such as UCC and NUI Galway
also rolled out the UDL badge for their own staff independently of our national roll out in
2021, meaning a significant number of further UDL badges were issued.
This online course and the associated innovative delivery model which immensely widens
its reach, is key to our strategy of promoting the principles of Universal Design for Learning
(UDL) by creating an understanding of UDL in all learning environments.

For more info on the digital badge, visit the webpage.
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UDL FOR FET

UDL for FET Practitioners Guidance – released June 2021
Having received full approval of the UDL for FET
Practitioners Guidance and Resource Hub from the
National Advisory Committee for UDL in Dec 2020, AHEAD
undertook the design phase of the guidance in the first
quarter of 2021, and in agreement with SOLAS, the full
suite of outputs launched in June 2021 including:
– The full guidance document (book length)
– A summary version for learning at a glance
– A suite of reflective tools to be used in conjunction with
the guidance
– An online resource hub including more resources and video case studies
AHEAD hired US UDL expert Dr Thomas Tobin to co-author the guidance for AHEAD with
Ann Heelan, ex-Executive Director of AHEAD. The development of both the conceptual
framework document and guidance was informed by an extensive consultation process and
is anchored on the stories of real FET practitioners implementing UDL in a range of FET
contexts. This guidance will act as a cornerstone of AHEAD’s work building understanding
of UDL practice in FET for the coming years and is a key resource for all FET and Higher
Education Practitioners.
The guidance and resource hub are available here.
The UDL for FET resource hub on the AHEAD website has received 4,851 collective page
views since its launch in June 2021, highlighting how key this resource has become for the
FET sector.
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4,851

collective page views since its
launch in June 2021 of the
UDL for FET resource hub
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UDL for FET Webinars – Building on the Guidance
Building on the release of the UDL for FET Practitioners Guidance and recognising that
UDL is everyone’s business, AHEAD has begun to partner with different stakeholders to
deliver role specific UDL for FET Webinars, to ensure that all practitioners understand that
inclusion is everyone’s business, and how UDL can help them in their roles to achieve that.

UDL for FET Practitioners
Online Symposium - Improving FE Learner Experiences Together: A Town Hall Event on
the Release of UDL for FET Practitioners
AHEAD invited Ann Heelan and Dr Thomas J Tobin to present an introduction to the ‘UDL
for FET Practitioners Guidance’. The aim of the event, which took place on July 14th, was
to make space for FET practitioners to gain practical insights on using this UDL guidance.
The event provided an opportunity to learn more about the structure of the guidance, the
resources included, and showcased easy ways to embed UDL in practice. FET practitioners
Carrie Archer from CDETB and Helena Farrell from Kinsale College were invited to share
their experiences in implementing UDL within the FET context in the hopes of inspiring buyin from attendees.
239 FET Practitioners from across the country registered for the symposium. The event
was recorded and is viewable here.

UDL for FET Guidance Counsellors
AHEAD, in partnership with the National Council for Guidance in Education, delivered a
webinar on Nov 30th exploring the application of UDL in the design of guidance interactions.
This webinar delivered by Dara Ryder, Dr Tom Tobin and Mary Stokes saw an engaged
audience reflect on how the various principles might apply in their practice and how they
can use +1 thinking to lower barriers for learners. 115 guidance professionals registered to
attend. A recording of the webinar is viewable here.
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UDL for FET Leaders
AHEAD, in partnership with the Education and Training Boards Ireland delivered a
webinar exploring the role of leaders (Principals, Centre Managers, Adult Literacy
Officers etc.) in facilitating UDL in FET, including supporting communities of practice,
engaging staff in professional development, implementing a local UDL strategy and
setting up digital and physical environments to be UDL friendly. This webinar was
delivered by Dara Ryder, Dr Tom Tobin, Siobhan McEntee, John Fitzgibbons and Helena
Farrell and took place on Dec 13th. 138 FET Leaders registered to attend and a recording
of the webinar can be viewed here.

UDL for FET External Authenticators – early 2022
Two more webinars in our ‘UDL for FET’ series are planned for Jan 17th and Feb 14th 2022
– a two-part series delivered in partnership with ETBI aimed at External Authenticators
in FET.
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WEB ACCESSIBILITY DIRECTIVE:
A LEGAL VIEWPOINT
The EU Web Accessibility Directive (Directive (EU)
2016/2102) signed into Irish Law in Sept 2020, affords
people with disabilities with improved access to websites
and mobiles apps of public services. The transposition of
the Web Directive into Irish Law obliges websites and apps
of public sector bodies to meet specific technical
accessibility standards. This has had implications for
various stakeholders of AHEAD including public sector
employers, further education colleges and training centres
and higher education institutions. The Web Accessibility
Directive: A legal viewpoint on practical ramifications for
Irish further and higher education providers offers a legal
viewpoint of the implications of the Web Directive in Further Education and Training and
Higher Education settings. The questions addressed within the document were compiled
based on consultations with FE and HE practitioners and put to Katie Ridge, a barrister of
law with extensive experience in the field of equality. This publication is available on the
AHEAD website and is accompanied by a short video that addresses some of the main
issues for those working in FE and HE in a more digestible format and will support FET
managers and practitioners in ensuring legal compliance and interpreting these new legal
responsibilities in their work.
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DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY
SHORT COURSES

Working with consultant and online accessibility expert Alistair McNaught and eLearning
specialists Enovation, AHEAD designed and produced a series of related self-directed
online short courses focussed on digital accessibility in further and higher education
settings. Development of these courses completed in Dec 2021 and will be launched
and disseminated in QTR 1 of 2022. The courses are all 1-2 hours in length, and once
launched, will be freely accessible via the AHEAD website, with an AHEAD badge issued on
completion. This model will enable department/centre managers to easily request that their
staff undertake basic accessibility skills and return their badges to management, meaning
they can demonstrate efforts to comply with legislation and improve learner experience.
Additionally, all online course materials will be made freely available under creative
commons. FET/HE institutions nationally will be able to use the accompanying instructions
to upload the courses to local CPD systems should they prefer this mode, modifying for
their local contexts as desired.
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Each course covers a different element of digital accessibility and is aimed at a different
role type:
1. Digital Accessibility for Teachers and Support Staff in further and higher education
– this was designed to focus on basic digital accessibility principles and practices and
how to apply these in commonly used technologies.
2. Exploring a Whole of Organisation Approach to Digital Accessibility – aimed at senior
managers and professionals tasked with implementing the Web Accessibility Directive
in further and higher education, this course helps to define digital accessibility, explore
the benefits for learners and providers of improving accessibility through a whole of
college/centre approach which makes accessibility everyone’s business, from the web
designer to the teacher, to the librarian and the procurement officer.
3. Developing an Accessibility Statement – aimed at senior managers and professionals
tasked with implementing the Web Accessibility Directive in further and higher
education, this course explains the new legal requirement for a web accessibility
statement, highlights the purpose of the statement, explores how to create a statement
that can most benefit learners and provides best practice practical examples of
accessibility statements at both college/centre and course level.
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ENABLE IRELAND COURSE
COLLABORATION
AHEAD contributed two short instructional videos around Universal Design for Learning
and Assistive Technology to an Enable Ireland UDL course designed for primary school
teachers and parents. This was a useful way of widening the audience for AHEAD’s work in
the area of UDL and education.
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ENHANCING A THOUGHT-OUT
POLICY AND FRAMEWORK ON
INCLUSIVE MOBILITY ACROSS
EUROPE – EPFIME
AHEAD was a partner in a 2-year Erasmus+ KA3
co-funded project ‘Establishing a thought-out Policy
Framework for Inclusive Mobility across Europe’
(EPFIME). The aim of the project was to promote the
participation of students with disabilities in mobility
programmes. The project was led by the Ministry of
Education and Training of Belgium/Flemish Community
in collaboration with the Support Centre for Inclusive
Higher Education in Flanders, the Erasmus Student
Network, the Irish Universities Association and AHEAD.
During this project, consortium partners and experts
examined in-depth the needs and expectations on
inclusive mobility of national authorities, students with
disabilities and higher education institutions across Europe, while focusing on how national
authorities and higher education institutions can collaborate more strongly to ensure the
quality and the transferability of support services for both incoming and outgoing students
with disabilities in exchange programmes.
Three large scale surveys of key stakeholders in this sector were carried out as follows:
– Students with disabilities were surveyed to identify barriers to their studying abroad
and to capture past experiences of students with disabilities on study abroad
programmes;
– Higher Education Institutions to look at their current practices around hosting studyabroad students with disabilities;
– Relevant Government Ministries - looking at study abroad from a policy perspective.
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The results were compiled into an extensive research report as part of the first stage of the
project’s outputs. The report provides a picture of current mobility participation rates of
students with disabilities and a summary of findings from the EPFIME research activities.
The findings were utilised to develop the following outputs:
– A recommendation and good practice booklet and inclusive mobility framework with
objectives and action points for higher education institutions, ministries of education and
national agencies;
– A guideline to encourage higher education institutions to implement a sustainable
inclusive mobility strategy at institutional level; (led by AHEAD)
– A Framework and self-assessment tool for higher education institutions, national
agencies and national authorities to monitor and compare their own policies on inclusive
mobility around Europe;
– An online platform, inclusivemobility.eu, where student-facing information on inclusive
mobility for students with disabilities can be found.
AHEAD was tasked with writing the guidelines to assist higher education institutions to
implement a sustainable inclusive mobility strategy at institutional level.
As part of this process, we carried out case studies with Disability and International Office
staff to gather some examples of best practice in relation to mobility for students with
disabilities to be included in the guideline. University College Dublin, KU Leuven and SRH
University Heidelberg, all kindly took part in the case study interviews and collection
process.
The launch of the deliverables/project resources took place at an online conference on the
22nd April 2021. AHEAD and the Irish Universities Association co-presented the key themes
discussed in the guidelines developed by AHEAD.
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MEETING WITH STAKEHOLDERS

In line with AHEAD’s values outlined in our strategic plan, a strong ethos of collaboration
and constructive engagement with stakeholders underpins the work of AHEAD and that is
driven by meeting with stakeholders and building relationships with them.
In 2021, the AHEAD team participated in 481 (up 37% from 2020) meetings with external
stakeholders, engaging with an estimated 2,322 stakeholder representatives at those
meetings.

AHEAD Events
AHEAD delivered 23 online events (outlined elsewhere in this document) in 2021 for which
a total of 3,951 people registered. These events are designed to assist AHEAD to meet
its strategic aims and objectives with regard to the building of inclusive environments in
education and employment. Examples of key events include the highly successful WAMinar
series, AHEAD Annual International Conference (delivered in 25 online sessions over 5
weeks), the Building the Future Careers Fair, the Better Options college fair for students
with disabilities and the Members Webinar Series.

Tailored Training in Education
43 direct training sessions were delivered to approximately 1,029 participants across
the employment and education sectors on request. Key themes of the training undertaken
include disability awareness, inclusive recruitment, the implementation of the universal
design for learning framework, excellence in supporting students with disabilities, assistive
technologies and digital accessibility.
Please note these figures only include tailored training sessions we delivered in 2021 on
invitation by individual organisations and do not include participation in our regular training
programmes such as AHEAD Start, the Digital Badge for Universal Design in Teaching and
Learning and the online training that is integral to participation in WAM.
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Contributions to External Events
Collaboration and shared learning are central to all of AHEAD’s undertakings. AHEAD
is committed to networking with and amplifying the experiences of learners/students/
graduates with disabilities and staff across education and employment.
A sample of the 26 external events AHEAD staff contributed directly to via presentations
or as exhibitors are:
Intreo’s Work and Skills Week
National Work and Skills Week
FET FEST – a week long CPD event for FET practitioners
Education Matters Summit
UDL HE Network (international)
Grad Ireland Careers Fair 2021
National Association of Disability Practitioners (UK) conference
National Forum for the Enhancement of Teaching and Learning ‘Future Assessment’
series
– SeeChange – Green Ribbon Month: Feelings of Exclusion - Panel Discussion
– International Conference on Engaging Pedagogy
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Additionally, AHEAD staff participated actively in 45 other external events.
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AHEAD’s website and social media channels remain a key tool in supporting us to deliver
information and advice to our key stakeholders and in raising awareness of our work.
The website features information for students on accessing college and getting the most
from their college experience, for graduates on looking for work, for staff in education on
best practice in supporting students and for employers on inclusive recruitment.
Key stats relating to our online presence and our stakeholder engagement with it include:
–
–
–
–
–

333,058 page views on our website in 2021 – up 21% from 2020
86,674 views on our YouTube channel in 2021 – up 13% from 2020
137 new videos created for our website and e-Courses.
6,561 total followers on our Twitter Account – 1,232 new followers added in 2021
6,998 total likes on our Facebook page – 163 new likes added in 2021
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OUR TEAM

AHEAD would like to recognise the huge contribution of our team of staff in delivering on
our strategic goals and undertaking a huge body of work in 2021. Their commitment to
quality outcomes for students and graduates with disabilities underpins all of our activities.

Above, most of the AHEAD Team meet for the first time in over a year in Autumn 2021.
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AHEAD MEMBERSHIP

AHEAD recognises the importance of support from, and collaboration with, its’ member
organisations, which are predominantly made up of higher education institutions, education
and training boards (ETBs), private colleges and related NGOs/representative bodies. The
funding that membership fees generate and the positive engagement that results from
AHEAD’s relationship with its’ members is vital to AHEAD in working on our mission to
create inclusive environments in education.
The income from membership fees supplements and supports the grants provided by our
key funders in education and employment, supports the sustainability of the organisation,
and enables us to achieve much more than would otherwise be possible.
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GOVERNANCE

The board and operational team in AHEAD continue to strive to strength the systems
of governance and oversight that ensure that AHEAD is delivering on its mission and
fulfilling its regulatory and legal obligations. Many improvements to the governance of
the organisation have been implemented during the reporting year, many of which have
boosted our compliance with the Charities Code of Governance. They include:
– Approval of a new AHEAD Board Governance Handbook
– Development and implementation of a new Performance and Development System for
AHEAD employees
– Development and approval of a new Risk Policy, Risk Register and Risk Review Process
– Development of a new Research Policy and Research Approval Process currently being
piloted and to be fully approved in 2022
– Development and implementation of a new Skills/Representation Gap Analysis
procedure to assist with the identification of skills/knowledge required to strengthen
board performance
– Development and implementation of a new Board self-evaluation process
– Approval of a Governance Workplan to identify and prioritise development of new
organisational policies and practices
– Implementation of a Web Accessibility Audit and recommended improvements to
website and eLearning platform
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Overview of Energy Usage 2021
Energy Consumption
– Grid Electricity:
– Thermal: 		
– Renewable:

1,614 kWh TFC
3,729 kWh TFC
0 kWh TFC

Energy Savings
–
–
–
–
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EnPI: 			
EnPI: 			
Consumption (TPER):
Consumption (TPER):

12.8% worse than 2020
49.2% better than baseline
12.8% worse than 2020
49.2% better than baseline

AHEAD

Financial
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AHEAD
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
INCOME

2020
€

2021
€

80,000

100,000

Department of Social Protection - WAM Project

245,166

319,834

Higher Education Authority

228,000

326,854

Erasmus ESN

11,939

-

Erasmus SIHO

9,237

-

136,000

197,528

225

23,800

AHEAD Start

13,572

1,902

Membership

39,400

45,172

4,820

23,090

10,593

589

Department of Social Protection - GetAHEAD

SOLAS
AHEAD Training/Research

AHEAD conference
Publications
TOTAL INCOME
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778,952 1,038,769

EXPENDITURE

2020
€

2021
€

516,699

631,034

3,177

58,171

Conferences and meetings

39,759

10,835

Printing and stationery

16,249

2,927

Travel and subsistence

6,331

420

Office expenses

11,230

-

Professional fees

67,232

104,012

Web development

28,727

101,787

Other expenses

15,718

76,993

7,811

14,607

Wages and salaries
Training Costs

Depreciation
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

712,933 1,000,786
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